
Vanderbilt Turns Tide in
Multimillion-Dollar Insurance
Fight Over Asbestos
In upholding a Connecticut Appellate Court ruling, the state's high court
gave R.T. Vanderbilt Co. Inc. a victory in litigation over the allocation of
funds for asbestos-related claims.
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A group of insurance-recovery lawyers from Murtha Cullina and Hoke LLC have

clinched a victory that could save mining company R.T. Vanderbilt Co. Inc. millions of

dollars in potential liability.

The victory could help insulate Vanderbilt from risk in lawsuits claiming asbestos in

industrial talc led to illness and death.

It comes as the state Supreme Court upheld a Connecticut appellate ruling, which

found the company wasn’t liable for claims, because insurance providers had for

years prevented it from obtaining coverage for asbestos-related claims.

Beginning in 1986 to the present—with few exceptions—companies such as

Vanderbilt were only able to get asbestos-exclusion policies.

“In 1986, the insurance industry said we can’t cover these claims anymore.

Throughout the marketplace, the insurance carriers uniformly excluded coverage for

asbestos,” Murtha Cullina partner Marilyn Fagelson said.

Lawsuits have mounted during that period.

More than 1,000 people have �led asbestos-related claims over the years against

Vanderbilt, according to Fagelson. Plainti�s allege industrial talc in paint, ceramics

and other products contain harmful asbestos, a claim Vanderbilt continues to deny.

Prior litigation hints at the extent of the liability.

In March 2018, for instance, Vanderbilt entered into a con�dential settlement

(https://blog.cvn.com/vanderbilt-settles-potentially-11.5m-talc-mesothelioma-

lawsuit-during-jury-deliberations) in Florida during jury deliberation. It had been

litigating with a tile worker, who had sought $11.5 million over claims he developed

an asbestos-related disease from a Vanderbilt talc product.

Now, the Connecticut Supreme Court’s unanimous ruling is a victory for Vanderbilt,

which was doing legal battle with more than 20 of its insurance carriers.

“We are talking about millions of dollars in insurance each year,” Fagelson said. “This

is a big win for Vanderbilt.”

https://blog.cvn.com/vanderbilt-settles-potentially-11.5m-talc-mesothelioma-lawsuit-during-jury-deliberations


Vanderbilt’s winning legal team included Fagelson and Hartford-based Murtha

Cullina attorneys Proloy Das and Rachel Kindseth, with co-counsel from Hoke:

attorneys Jacob Mihm and Stephen Hoke of Chicago.

The lead attorney for many of the insurance carriers, Pennsylvania lawyer Michael

Smith, did not respond to a request for comment Monday.
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The primary insurance carriers in this case—Hartford Accidental & Indemnity and

Continental Insurance Co.—had maintained in arguments to the appellate and high

courts that Vanderbilt should be responsible for more of the defense costs and for

indemnity related to lawsuits against it.

But the high court ruled the company was not liable for damages stemming from

the years when it could not get insurance coverage.



“The carriers were trying to allocate more of the costs of defense and indemnity to

Vanderbilt. 1986 was a critical year for Vanderbilt,” Fagelson said. “They wanted the

allocation right through the date of manifestation, when the claimant is diagnosed,

and that could be decades later.”

The Supreme Court’s ruling upheld a 250-page ruling of the state’s Appellate Court

from 2017. The Supreme Court had granted the insurers certi�cation to appeal three

rulings of the Connecticut Appellate Court. Two of the challenged rulings limited

Vanderbilt’s responsibility for the costs and indemnity for the asbestos claims, while

a third rejected the insurance carriers’ claims that the pollution exclusion would bar

all coverage for those claims.
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